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The couple, no strangers to horror and suspense, had the idea to publish the true-crime podcasts as they went along. Originally, theyd publish a podcast about the most recent murder. Later, they would publish the whole case, including the killers point of view. When the podcast began to gain popularity, in 2017, it was a challenge to keep it going. And
unfortunately, in 2017, I was in a divorce that was very messy, and people came around asking for money every day, Hardstark says. We said, Im going to stick to this for the first few months. People would call up and say, Im on my way home from work and all I need is a download. Im not going to listen to this six more times. Roughly half of My Favorite

Murder podcasts in 2018 have featured their then-publisher, which forced the women to shift gears in a way they didnt think theyd be able to. The way they did it was by writing the first few months of the podcast as one seamless story and then seguing to the episodes about the different defendants. A lot of the stories were adapted to fit the five-episode
format. It was very exciting, but I didnt feel like Im able to pay my mortgage, Hardstark says. Its like we just got the publishing deal and we have to go write. Thats part of the process of doing it. Since that time, the podcast has grown exponentially and is now one of the most popular true-crime podcasts on the market. Two years later, the podcasts are at

about 300,000 downloads a week and then-publisher Im really proud of the fact that something like this... thats more dangerous than a typical podcast, Hardstark says, referring to the murders. I really love that Im able to talk about this and make it safe for people.
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One of the popular guests was Felicia Knaul, director of the Serial podcast, who has been a fan of My Favorite Murder since before
the podcast even began. If you watch true-crime documentaries, you know that no one else has ever made a kind of program that
has been this entertaining, says Hardstark. She adds that its the best true-crime podcast on the market. Its not to take away from

past podcasts like Serial or In Cold Blood. Enter that barefoot guy with the white towel round his neck from the scene of the
murder in Hunt for Murder 2. This time he's in south Florida where 80 year old Robert Davenport has gone missing. Philo's suspect,

a wealthy former Royal Navy doctor named Magnus Huxley, is hiding something. When Huxley's wife dies, and the only person
who can fill in the details of the missing 30 years of Huxley's life turns out to be the daughter of a recently deceased drug
smuggler named Hank Parker, it's up to Philo to figure out what really happened in the past. With Parker's drug smuggling

business now behind him, he's found the perfect venue for beginning his new life. But when he meets the woman who's been the
victim of a hit and run, he realizes that her killer isn't a person, but rather something terrifying and probably supernatural. It's up

to Philo to hunt down this killer before he kills again. Written by Michael Snyder . Archer Langdon and his family are in danger.
Their house was broken into and a home invasion gone awry has left Archer's wife, Krista, for dead. No one can find her body, so
the cops are calling it a murder-suicide. Archer's son, who suffers from serious behavioral issues, has gone missing, and it's up to

his wife to find him before he ends up like the rest of their family.When her son is taken by two thugs, Mrs. Langdon meets up with
another parent whose son has also been kidnapped, and together they begin to unravel a larger scheme involving politics,

extortion and one of Archer's own colleagues. 5ec8ef588b
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